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Evert de Haan, P.K. Kannan, Peter C. Verhoef, & Thorsten Wiesel

Device Switching in Online
Purchasing: Examining the
Strategic Contingencies

The increased penetration of mobile devices has a significant impact on customers’ online shopping behavior, with
customers frequently switching between mobile and fixed devices on the path to purchase. By accounting for the
attributes of the devices and the perceived risks related to each product category, the authors develop hypotheses
regarding the relationship between device switching and conversion rates. They test the hypotheses by analyzing
clickstream data from a large online retailer and apply propensity score matching to account for self-selection in
device switching. They find that when customers switch from a more mobile device, such as a smartphone, to a less
mobile device, such as a desktop, their conversion rate is significantly higher. This effect is larger when product
category–related perceived risk is higher, when the product price is higher, and when the customer’s experience with
the product category and the online retailer is lower. The findings illustrate the importance of focusing on conversions
across the combination of devices used by customers on their path to purchase. Focusing on the conversions on a
single device in isolation, as is usually done in practice, significantly overestimates conversions attributed to fixed
devices at the expense of those attributed to mobile devices.

Keywords: mobile, device switching, online conversion, cross-device, perceived risk
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The rapid increase in the use of mobile devices has
changed how consumers behave and shop online. With
the increasing sales and penetration of smartphones and

tablets over time, combined with declining sales for desktops
and laptops, and with mobile devices representing 65% of the
total time consumers spent on digital media in 2016, desktops
are fast becoming a “secondary touch point” (Sterling 2016) for
an increasing number of digital users. The growing importance
of mobile devices has led to calls for academic research in
this area, specifically on the role ofmobile devices in customers’
search and purchase behavior (e.g., Kannan and Li 2017;
Shankar et al. 2016; Verhoef et al. 2017), and to the emergence
of research in this area (Andrews et al. 2016; Luo et al. 2014;
Xu et al. 2017).

Despite the growing importance of mobile devices, a 2015
Gallup survey highlighted that 74% of U.S. adults turn to their
desktop or laptop for making purchases online (Saad 2015).
Juxtaposed with the larger share of consumers’ time spent on
them, mobile devices have a substantially lower conversion
rate compared with desktops (1.27% for smartphones vs. 3.45%
for desktops), and this conversion gap is not expected to de-
cline soon (Chaffey 2016). Part of this situation can be explained
by the impact of device switching when a customer has multiple
devices available, as shown by Xu et al. (2017). An important
follow-up question that arises is under what circumstances
switching between devices leads to a stronger or weaker impact
on conversion, so that marketers can avoid under- or over-
estimating the contribution of different devices in the different
scenarios. Indeed, about 70% of the U.S. digital marketing and
media practitioners in one survey identified cross-device audi-
ence understanding as the challenge requiring most of their
attention in the near future (eMarketer 2016). This finding is
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validated by the actions of companies such as Google, which has
enabled cross-device retargeting sinceMay 2017 (Marvin 2017).

In this article, we seek to fill this knowledge gap by
investigating the role of device switching in the online path
to purchase, focusing specifically on the moderators of the
device switching effect on conversion. That is, we examine
whether conversion probabilities change when customers
switch from a more mobile device (e.g., a smartphone) in
one session to a less mobile device (e.g., a desktop) in the
next consecutive session and vice versa, confirming what
Xu et al. (2017) have found. More importantly, we in-
vestigate the conditions under which the potential change in
conversion probabilities is greater or lower while explaining
the variation in these potential changes through perceived
risks associated with the product category and the customer
experience. This understanding can help provide insights
for managers who must make budget allocation decisions
across multiple types of devices in consumers’ online path
to purchase while accounting for differences in the product
category and customer experience. The article also highlights
the extent to which managers could make potential errors in
attributing conversion probabilities solely to individual devices,
rather than accounting for the potential synergistic effects
generated by a combination of devices being used.

In addressing these questions, we contribute to the literature
on multi/omnichannel retailing and mobile marketing. First,
we provide insights into cross-device usage in the online path to
purchase. The multi/omnichannel literature has mainly focused
on cross-channel switching (i.e., online to offline) in the pur-
chase journey (e.g., Ansari, Mela, and Neslin 2008; Konuş,
Verhoef, and Neslin 2008; Lemon and Verhoef 2016; Verhoef,
Neslin, and Vroomen 2007). Only a few studies have examined
mobile device usage in the purchase process and its correlation
with purchase behavior (e.g., Andrews et al. 2016; Luo et al.
2014; Xu et al. 2017). We contribute to this literature by fo-
cusing on the customer path to purchase, specifically shopping
sessions across three different devices (smartphones, tablets,
and fixed devices1), and examining when switching between
these devices occurs and how conversion correlates with
switching behavior. Second, we contribute to the literature by
considering purchase risk at both the product category level and
the individual customer level. We view purchase risk as a main
theoretical mechanism underlying cross-device usage and con-
sider how it is related to purchase outcomes. So far, research on
cross-device usage has considered theoretical mechanisms only
to a limited extent (e.g., Xu et al. 2017). We focus on purchase
risk as an important theoretical mechanism in device switching.

Our research is based on clickstream data from a large
European online retailer tracking customers across consecutive
shopping sessions and is complemented by survey data. Using a
propensity score matching procedure to account for customer
self-selection in device switching, we find that when customers
switch from a more mobile device (e.g., a smartphone) in one
session to a less mobile device (e.g., a desktop or laptop) in the
next consecutive session, the conversion probabilities are sig-
nificantly higher. The extent to which this conversion rate is

higher depends on product category–related and customer-
related risk factors. Specifically, we find that the higher the
perceived risk of shopping in the product category and the less
experienced the customer is with the product category and/or
with the online retailer, the higher the conversion rate. If cross-
device shopping sessions are not taken into account and if
conversions are attributed naively to the last device used, the
estimated contribution of the fixed devices is 15.9% higher than
when device switching is taken into account, based on our
counterfactual simulations. Accounting for device switching
increases the contribution of smartphones by an average of
156.2%. For inexperienced customers who investigate the
products on smartphones, which are perceived as risky, the
conversion rate is 646.8% higher. These numbers highlight
the importance and managerial relevance of better under-
standing and tracking the cross-device path to purchase. When
the cross-device path to purchase is ignored, managers may
overvalue fixed devices at the expense of mobile devices.

Relationship with Extant Research
Extant research on mobile devices has for the most part focused
on the effectiveness of mobile promotions and mobile channel
usage on purchase behavior outcomes and not on the cross-device
environment. Luo et al. (2014), for instance, examine how the
effectiveness of location-based targeting depends on the com-
bination of temporal and geographical distance. Fong, Fang, and
Luo (2015) extend this study by including competitive location-
based targeting, and Dubé, Luo, and Fang (2017), in turn, build
on this study by including competitive reactions. Andrews et al.
(2016) investigate how crowdedness influences the effect of
mobile targeting, while Li et al. (2017) investigate how changes
in the weather influence the effectiveness of mobile targeting.

More closely related to our research are studies that consider
the relationship of mobile channel usage with purchase
behavior outcomes. For example, Wang, Malthouse, and
Krishnamurthi (2015) investigate how the adoption of mobile
shopping influences online shopping behavior, and Kim,
Wang, and Malthouse (2015) investigate the influence of the
adoption of a brand’s mobile application on brand purchase
behavior. Thus far, only one study examines the usage of dif-
ferent devices in the customer journey (mobile or fixed) and its
relationship with purchase behavior. By using natural experi-
ments, Xu et al. (2017) show that tablets mainly act as substitutes
for PCs and as complements to smartphones. In terms of pur-
chases, after consumers adopt tablets to visit an online retailer’s
website, an increase in overall sales can be observed. Although
sales through PCs drop after adoption of the tablet (i.e., the
substitute effect), sales through smartphones increase, indicating
a positive synergy between these devices. In addition, Xu et al.
(2017) find that when purchases are split into different product
categories, the sales of impulse products increase. Furthermore,
tablet adopters start buying a wider variety of products, with
more purchases of long-tail products (products outside the top
500 most popular products). Xu et al. (2017) further find that
cross-device browsing, one of the main interests of our study,
significantly relates to sales revenue. They find that a revenue
increase occurs only when shoppers go from a smaller to a larger
device (i.e., from a more mobile device to a less mobile device),

1We consider smartphones and tablets as mobile devices and
desktops and laptops as fixed devices, in line with BS Group (2017).
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TABLE 1
Literature Overview

Study Data Method Main Findings Devices
Cross-Device

Study
Customer

Heterogeneity
Product

Heterogeneity

Luo et al.
(2014)

12,265 mobile
users, targeted
through SMS
promoting
a movie

Field
experiment
varying in terms
of distance and
direct or
delayed
promotion

Mobile
targeting was
effective when
nearby users
are targeted
immediately
and when
faraway users
are targeted
a day before
the event.

(Smart)
phones

N.A. N.A. N.A.

Fong,
Fang,
and
Luo
(2015)

18,000 mobile
users, targeted
through SMS
promoting
a movie

Field
experiment
varying in terms
of direct and
delayed
targeting, user
location near
the focal or
competitor firm,
and discount
level

Medium
discount was
optimal when
users are near
the focal
location; high
discount, when
users are near
the competitor.

(Smart)
phones

N.A. N.A. N.A.

Andrews
et al.
(2016)

14,972 mobile
users, targeted
on the subway
through SMS

Logit model,
propensity
scores, natural
experiment
(robustness
check)

Travelers are
more likely to
respond when
targeted in
a crowded
location.

(Smart)
phones

N.A. N.A. N.A.

Dubé
et al.
(2017)

18,000 mobile
users, targeted
through SMS
promoting
a movie

Field
experiment
varying in terms
of location and
discount level
from both firms

Firms can
increase profit
when targeting
in the
competitor’s
location, but
this profit is lost
when
competitors
react.

(Smart)
phones

N.A. N.A. N.A.

Li et al.
(2017)

More than 6
million mobile
users, targeted
through SMS
promoting
a specific cell
phone plan

Field
experiment in
terms of the ad
copy sent out,
looking at
absolute
weather and
deviation from
expected
weather

Response to
promotions is
higher with
sunny/dry
weather.
Damage of
“bad” weather
can be
moderated by
ad copy.

(Smart)
phones

N.A. N.A. Book-reading
service versus
cell phone plan
(robustness
check)
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whereas a negative effect is found when people switch from
a larger (less mobile) to a smaller (more mobile) device.

Our study builds on the findings of Xu et al. (2017) by
analyzing the moderators of this switching. Whereas Xu et al.
(2017) show a relationship between switching and conversion,
our objective is to gain insight into the reasons for the positive
relationship between purchases and switching from a more
mobile to a less mobile device, as well as to determine under
what situations this relationship is stronger or weaker. Our study
confirms and details this relationship by considering risk-related
moderating factors at the product and consumer levels. We
investigate a wide range of products from 30 different product
categories, allowing us to study differences between products
and product categories, as well as customer-specific variables.
Furthermore, we consider the switching between all three
different devices over a longer time horizon. Whereas Xu et al.
(2017) consider cross-device browsing “as instances where
users browse on two different devices within a one-hour time
window” (p. 1486), we include sessions that are multiple days
apart, and we account for the potential decreasing effect
when sessions are further apart in time. Finally, we quantify
this switching relationship to demonstrate the heterogeneity
across different situations. This study allows us to obtain im-
portant insights into the relationship between switching and
purchases, over and above those established byXu et al. (2017).
A nonexhaustive literature overview, which highlights our
relative contributions, is provided in Table 1.

Conceptual Model
Extant research in the multichannel and customer journey
context (e.g., Lemon and Verhoef 2016; Verhoef, Neslin, and
Vroomen 2007) has focused on the phases of shopping and
purchase—prepurchase determination, purchase consumma-
tion, and postpurchase interaction. When a customer embarks
on a path to purchase, these phases can be unbundled in such a
way that each phase can be performed on a different device
depending on the risk involved and the characteristics of the
device that influence or can help reduce the risk. The charac-
teristics of the devices (mobile or fixed) and the situational
characteristics of usage play a significant role in determining
which device the consumer uses in each phase.

In the prepurchase determination phase, where the in-
formation processing is less fine-grained—involving gathering
information across multiple products and at a higher and/or
coarser level (Moe 2003)—the risk of commitment to a wrong
purchase is lower. Hence, the advantages of being able to more
conveniently search for information on a mobile device out-
weigh the risk of making an error. Thus, mobile devices are a
preferred option in this stage (Chin et al. 2012; Shankar et al.
2010). These advantages increase further depending on the
context, such as the product category under investigation, the
associated risks, and the customer’s experiencewith the product
category and the online retailer.

The purchase consummation phase, for example, involves
choosing an alternative out of a choice set and making a

TABLE 1
Continued

Study Data Method Main Findings Devices
Cross-Device

Study
Customer

Heterogeneity
Product

Heterogeneity

Xu et al.
(2017)

Four years of
clickstream
data from
10,000
randomly
selected users,
some of whom
adopted
a tablet device

A natural
experiment of
tablet app
introduction
combined with
difference-in-
differences
analyses in
combination
with propensity
score matching

Tablet adoption
increases
overall sales at
an online
retailer; tablets
complement
smartphones
but substitute
for PCs.
Tablets cause
an increase in
sales of
impulse and
popular (top
500) products.

Smartphonesa The impact of
tablet adoption
on total sales
and sales
through other
devices

N.A. Impulse versus
nonimpulse
products and
popular (top
500) products

Tablets
Fixeda

Our study One year of
clickstream
data from
37,378
customers over
951,819
sessions at
a large online
retailer

Logistic
regression
models,
propensity
scores, natural
experiment
(robustness
check)

Switching from
more to less
mobile is
associated with
a higher
conversion
rate, especially
when risk is
high.

Smartphones The effect of
the order in
which devices
are used on
conversion

Category and
retailer
experience
(plus controls)

Product
category risk,
price (plus
controls);
139,240
products in 30
categories

Tablets
Fixed

aThe main focus of Xu et al. (2017) is on the adoption of the tablet device, but they observe the consequences of tablet adoption for sessions on
smartphones and fixed devices and at the cross-device impact.
Notes: N.A. 5 not applicable.
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commitment to that alternative. Consumers seek to ensure
that they are making the right purchase and therefore strive
to reduce the risk of making a wrong purchase (Moorthy,
Ratchford, and Talukdar 1997). In this stage, information
processing needs are much more fine-grained, detailed, and
deliberate to lower the risks and make the right decision
(Moe 2003). Fine-grained information processing needs
might require the larger and higher-resolution screen of a
laptop or desktop rather than the small screen of a mobile
device. The need to enter detailed payment information
without making mistakes may make the fixed device more
suitable than a mobile device. Similarly, the increased
perception of security and privacy risks in using the mobile
device may lead consumers to choose a fixed device for
purchase transactions. In addition, situational factors, such
as being outdoors or in a public place, may increase the
perception of risks, such as the risk of someone reading over
one’s shoulder while the shipment and billing information
are entered. If the transaction risk on a mobile device is high,
the customer will likely wait to access a device that is
perceived as more secure (Chin et al. 2012). Note that these
perceived and imputed costs will likely differ from customer
to customer and from situation to situation (including the
product category a customer is interested in). Therefore, we
also investigate moderating risk factors at both the product
category level and the customer level.

Analyzing how risk and context shape customers’ prefer-
ences for devices in the path to purchase is a suitable starting
point for our conceptual framework (Figure 1). In this frame-
work, we first propose that device switching in the path to
purchase relates to conversion. Building on the notion that
differences in risk are the main driver of the disparity in the
relationship between switching and conversion rates, we include
product category–related risks, customers’ purchase experience

in the product category and experience with the online retailer,
and the price of the product as moderators. In addition, we
include other control variables in the model. In the next section,
we elaborate on the hypothesized relationships.

Hypotheses
Main Effect

Although consumers use a range of devices, such as desktops
with small and large screens and portable laptops of different
sizes, to interact with retailers online, mobile devices such as
smartphones are viewed as distinct from desktops and laptops.
First, the mobile device, because of its small size, portability,
and ubiquity, is more convenient to search for information
whenever desired. A mobile device allows consumers to con-
nect to the digital world from wherever they are in the physical
world, and therefore it strongly affects the customer journey
(e.g., Verhoef et al. 2017). Numerous studies have examined the
usage of mobile devices and how it differs from the usage of
other, less mobile devices (e.g., Cui and Roto 2008; Lee, Kim,
and Kim 2005; Rapp et al. 2015). For example, the ubiquitous
availability and proximity of smartphones leads to more fre-
quent usage of mobile phones, compared with desktops or
laptops. Although consumers use mobile devices more fre-
quently, they use them for shorter durations than fixed devices
(Cui and Roto 2008).

As indicated, part of the convenience of mobile devices
relates to their flexibility in terms of the location where they can
be used. As discussed by Lee and Benbasat (2004), mobile
devices can be used at any place the user goes (spatiality), can be
used to access the internet anytime and anywherewith sufficient
network capacity (temporality), and can be used in many dy-
namic contexts, for example, to connect with other users to

FIGURE 1
Conceptual Framework

Device
switching 

(more mobile
to less mobile)

ConversionConversion

Product
category risk
components

Customer
experience
with product

category

Customer
experience
with online

retailer

H1: + 
H2a–c: +

H3a: – H3b: –

Control
variables

Product price

H2d: +
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varying degrees (contextuality). These points do not hold for
desktop computers. They do hold for laptops because laptops
using a Wi-Fi connection can be used almost anywhere, at any
time, and in any context. Still, the greater portability of smart-
phones, which are in general lighter and smaller and have built-in
telecom connections (i.e., instant internet access), allows these
devices to be more easily used on the go than larger, heavier
devices. As a consequence, people often use fixed devices in the
security of their homes but use mobile devices more frequently
when they are on the go, on the job, or in public locations,
including stores (Lee, Kim, and Kim 2005; Rapp et al. 2015).

Because online sessions on mobile devices are more fre-
quent and easily accessible from different places, mobile de-
vices are ideal for early information searches but are less ideal
during the purchase stage, when consumers want to reduce
purchase risk and take more time to check the details of a
purchase. This situation relates to security concerns: the mobile
device is perceived as riskier for online shopping and payments
(Chin et al. 2012). This higher perceived risk may lead con-
sumers to switch between different devices as they continue
along the path to purchase, because of a higher perceived risk of
using a mobile device in the purchase process. For example, the
smaller screen sizes of mobile devices may not allow easy
comparison of alternatives, thereby limiting the evaluation
process and increasing the risk of purchasing thewrong product.
In addition, the smaller screen size may not be the ideal for
entering all the payment information (unless it is stored ahead
of time). In combination with concerns related to the security of
payment information, these factors can increase the risk of
mobile payments (Shankar et al. 2010).

According to Google (2012), the smartphone is the starting
point for most multiscreen activities, such as online shopping.
Moth and Charlton (2013) note that consumers use fixed
devices relativelymore often thanmobile devices for finalizing
purchases. Thus, mobile devices form the starting point for
many customers’ online path to purchase, but the journeymore
often ends on fixed devices. When customers with an ultimate
aim to purchase move from a mobile device to a fixed device,
the switch could be a deliberate action intended to reduce their
purchase risk. As discussed earlier, because of the difficulty of
evaluating fine-grained information on a small screen, shop-
ping on mobile devices could lead to higher purchase risk and
an increased perception of security risk. Switching to a fixed
device to complete the purchase can therefore reduce those
risks.

Interestingly, by starting the path to purchase on a mobile
device rather than a fixed device, consumers’ attachment to a
product may be strengthened. As Brasel and Gips (2014) show,
online shopping using the touch screen of a smartphone or tablet
can increase the psychological ownership of the product being
investigated. This phenomenon can cause customers who ini-
tially investigate a product on a mobile device to feel more
attached to the product than if they first investigated it on a
fixed device. However, to reduce the risk of purchase, they need
to switch to a fixed device to finalize the path to purchase.
Whereas the preceding mobile session thus makes the customer
feel attached to the product and want to purchase it, the final
nonmobile session helps them actually conduct the purchase.
Thus, we expect the following:

H1: The conversion rate is higher when consumers switch from a
more mobile to a less mobile device, compared with starting
out on the less mobile device.

Moderating Effects

Although the conversion rates in the hypothesized main effect
are explained by the costs in terms of risk, the effects could be
moderated by perceived risks related to the product category
and the customer experience. The advantages and disadvan-
tages of the different devices, such as the ease of more con-
veniently searching for information with a more mobile device
on the one hand, and the risk reduction during the final stage of
the journey by a less mobile device on the other, likely depends
on perceived risks related to the product category. Five forms of
perceived product category–related risk have been identified
(Jacoby and Kaplan 1972; Kushwaha and Shankar 2013).
Functional risk is the risk that the product does not meet per-
formance expectations. This risk can be reduced by searching
for specific information about the product, reading online re-
views, and doing comparative evaluations. To the extent that a
fixed device enables a more fine-grained, granular information
search than a mobile device does, this perceived risk could be
lower in a desktop or laptop environment. Financial risk, which
is the risk of losing money, could be increased in a mobile
environment with its added perception of security risks. Using a
more secure fixed device to finalize the transaction could reduce
this financial risk. We also investigate this financial risk by
studying the moderating effect of price.

A product category can also carry a privacy and safety risk,
that is, the risk of causing a privacy violation and/or physical
harm to the user. These risksmight be reduced, to a certain extent,
by conducting the transaction on a more secure device, by
conducting a detailed information search, and by checking re-
views, all of which might be more easily accomplished using a
fixed device. The remaining risk components are psychological
risk (i.e., tarnishing the user’s self-image) and social risk (i.e.,
lowering others’ perception of the user). Although these risk
factors are relevant, it is not straightforward to explicitly link them
to device usage and device switching. Mobile usage is typically
more social than desktop usage, and customers may benefit from
social connections (e.g., Verhoef et al. 2017). For example,
customers can use social media (e.g.,WhatsApp) on their mobile
devices to chat about a product with other customers in a store.
Mobile usage may thus potentially reduce social risk because
the customer can easily gather the opinions of other people,
although for products for which privacy is important (e.g.,
medication), the customer may wait to make the purchase at
home to prevent the risk of other people reading the messages
over the customer’s shoulder. Researchers have also discussed
that switching between channelsmay increase psychological self-
image by creating smart-shopper feelings (e.g., Verhoef, Neslin,
and Vroomen 2007). When switching between devices increases
smart-shopper feelings, it may reduce the psychological risk of
purchasing and thus potentially increase the conversion rate.

Because we have theoretical reasons suggesting the di-
rection of the moderating effects for the first three risk factors,
we focus on these factors in our hypotheses. The theory un-
derlying the effects of social and psychological risk is rather
indirect, and thus we do not consider these perceived risk
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components in our hypotheses, although we do include them in
our application as controls. Our reasoning results in H2a–c.

H2: The observed higher conversion rate when going from a more
mobile to a less mobile device is even larger for product
categories that are perceived as more risky in terms of (a)
functional risk, (b) financial risk, and (c) safety risk.2

We expect that the positive relationship between device
switching and conversion is stronger when the products being
investigated are more expensive, which is a good proxy for fi-
nancial risk—one of the components of the previous hypothesis.
Wu and Wang (2005) show the importance of both good
information searching and risk reduction for more expensive
products. With more expensive products involving riskier trans-
actions, customers have a greater need to reduce risk, whereas
for less expensive products, the need to reduce risk is lower, and
thus the advantage of switching devices is lower. Given the
greater need to switch to a less mobile device to finalize the
purchase of a more expensive product, this switch is expected
to be more strongly associated with conversion when the product
is higher in price than when the product is lower in price.

H2d: The observed higher conversion rate when going from amore
mobile to a less mobile device is even larger when the
product the customer investigates is more expensive.

We distinguish between two types of customer experience:
product experience and online retailer experience. Experienced
customers generally have more expertise about a product or
retailer (Alba and Hutchinson 1987). As a consequence, they
may perceive lower risks than less experienced customers
perceive (Chin et al. 2012; Moorthy, Ratchford, and Talukdar
1997). Thus, we argue that customers who have more expe-
rience with an online retailer and with the product category they
are investigating feel less of a need to switch to a fixed device
when going deeper into the path to purchase. Furthermore, a
more experienced customer is more familiar with the structure
of the website, increasing the ease of navigating through dif-
ferent stages on the path to purchase. In other words, more ex-
perienced customers have lower perceived risks. Thus, we expect
that for more experienced customers, the order of devices used
is less important and the need to reduce risk by switching devices
is lower. Therefore, we expect that the positive association
between switching from a more mobile to a less mobile
device and conversion is less strong for these customers.

H3: The observed higher conversion rate when going from a more
mobile to a less mobile device is lower when customers have
(a) more experience with the product category they are in-
vestigating and (b) more experience with the online retailer.

Data Description and Variable
Operationalization

For the empirical part of our study, we use individual-level
clickstream data from a large European online retailer to test
our hypotheses. The data period ranges fromDecember 20, 2011,
to October 31, 2012 (317 days). The online retailer sells a total of

139,240 different products in 30 distinct product categories
(excluding the “other” category), ranging from fashion to elec-
tronics and from gardening to beauty.

For the study, we use observations from customers who
engaged in at least two sessions to determine how the previous
session influences the current session. The online retailer
defines a session as one continuous period in which the customer
is active on thewebsite.A session startswhen the customer enters
the online retailer’s website and ends when the customer actively
leaves the website or when the customer is inactive (i.e., has not
visited a new page on the retailer’swebsite or has not clicked on a
link on the website) for more than 30 minutes. In our study, we
use data only from registered customers because it is not possible
to capture device switching by unregistered users and registration
is necessary to conduct a purchase. In addition, we are interested
only in sessions that belong to the same path to purchase (“the
multiple touches a customer makes before a conversion,” as
defined by Li and Kannan [2014]). If, for example, a customer
looks only at electronic products in one session and looks only at
clothing in the next session, the two sessions do not belong to the
same path to purchase. Thus, the sessions in our final data set
include those preceded by a session that contained at least one of
the exact same products (i.e., the same stockkeeping unit [SKU])
or products of the same broad product category or a session that
was “empty,” that is, a session in which a customer did not view
any product or product category, thus indicating that the pur-
pose of the session was simply to explore the online retailer’s
website. Finally, we use observations only from customers who
switched between devices at least once from one session to the
next, that is, customers who used at least two different devices
in the data period.We exclude single-device users, for whomwe
cannot observe any device switching behavior. The final sample
includes 37,378 unique customers who engaged in 951,819
usable sessions. For each session, the data include detailed in-
formation regarding which device was used to visit the website,
which pages were viewed during each session, which products
were purchased, and at what price they were purchased.

When categorizing the sessions by the device used, as
we do in Table 2, we can see that customers are likely to
continue the path to purchase on the same device in sub-
sequent sessions rather than switching. Because customers
are most likely to use the same device they used in the
previous session, we find that switching between devices
is not common, even among customers who use multiple
devices when visiting the online retailer. This might explain
why firms often fail to take device switching into account
when evaluating the value of different devices. The critical
question is, however, when people do switch, whether the
switch is associated with a higher conversion rate, that is,
whether such switches are critical moments in the path to
purchase. When we only look at the last device used, we find
that the conversion rate is highest for fixed devices, followed
by tablets and then smartphones, which is in line with data
from other online retailers (Chaffey 2016).

However, when we examine the conversion rates on de-
vices according to the previous device used, we get a different
picture. The conversion rate on a fixed device is 9.2% when
the previous session was on a fixed device but 13.4% when
the previous session was on a smartphone and 12.9%when the

2Because of multicollinearity issues, we cannot test H2a and H2b

separately; therefore, we only test them jointly in our empirical setting.
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previous session was on a tablet. These differences are sta-
tistically significant, indicating that device switching from a
more mobile to a less mobile device is related to a higher
conversion probability, in line with H1.

Table 2 also shows that the basket-to-conversion rate (i.e.,
the number of sessions with at least one product put into the
shopping basket divided by the number of sessions with at least
one product purchased) is highest for smartphones and lowest
for fixed devices (i.e., sessions on mobile devices have a higher
shopping cart abandonment rate). This findingmay indicate that
consumers use mobile devices more often to search for in-
formation and save products in the shopping basket and less
often to make the actual purchases.

In addition to the type of device, the type of website might
influence the conversion rate. The retailer has both a regular
version and a mobile version of the website, the latter of which
is optimized for smaller screens. In terms of the products offered,
prices, and promotions, the two websites are identical. As the
last two rows of Table 2 illustrate, smartphone sessions are
extensively conducted on both the regular andmobile websites,
whereas the vast majority of sessions on tablets and fixed
devices took place on the regular website. The conversion rate
for smartphones does not differ significantly between the two
websites; thus, the type of website does not drive the lower
conversion rate of smartphone sessions, indicating that the
difference is due to the type of device rather than the type of
website. For tablets, the difference in conversions is also not
statistically significant. For fixed devices, we find a signifi-
cantly lower conversion rate on the mobile website than on the
regular website, which likely is due to the customer visiting the
mobile version of the site by accident (e.g., by clicking on a link
to the mobile version of the website). Because of these dif-
ferences, we control for the type of website in our model.

In addition, the data show some differences in the day of the
week onwhich the devices are used.We find that customers use
tablets significantly more on Sundays (16.8% of all tablet
sessions are on a Sunday, compared with 14.1% and 13.0% for
smartphones and fixed devices respectively). We also find that
both smartphones and tablets are used relatively more on
Saturdays (12.1% and 13.0% respectively, comparedwith 1.3%
for fixed-device sessions). During weekdays, fixed devices are
most popular, closely followed by smartphones. Tablets are
used less onweekdays than onweekends. Therefore, we control
for the day of the week in our model because this factor can
influence both device switching and conversion. The day of the
week can also serve as a rough proxy for unobserved variables,
such as the location of the customer (e.g., at work or at home).
Unfortunately,we do not have any information on the time of day
or the location at which each session is started, so the day of the
week is the best available proxy for these factors in our data set.

Beyond the risk-related moderators, we account for other
variables that may be related to device switching and examine
their role in the path to purchase. Specifically, we consider the
relatedness of two consecutive sessions in terms of the products
being viewed and the timing on different devices. In a study
of directed-buying strategies, Moe (2003) shows that repeat
viewing of a product within a session leads to higher conversion
probabilities. We expect this higher conversion probability to
holdwhen repeat viewing occurs across sessions.We also expect
that the positive effect of device switching on conversion when
customers evaluate the same SKU in subsequent sessions is
stronger when these sessions are closer to each other in time.
When sessions are further apart in time, the customer is more
likely to have forgotten the previous information gained from the
mobile device, which reduces the advantage of switching from a
more mobile to a less mobile device. We control for age and

TABLE 2
Descriptive Statistics per Device (N 5 951,819 Sessions)

Variable Fixed Device Tablet Smartphone

Number of sessions 594,472 228,945 128,402
Previous fixed device session 511,390 (86.0%) 43,795 (19.1%) 20,071 (15.6%)
Previous tablet session 39,779 (6.7%) 178,143 (77.8%) 2,585 (2.0%)
Previous smartphone session 43,303 (7.3%) 7,007 (3.1%) 105,746 (82.4%)
Pages per session 23.77 19.75 9.84
Conversion rate 9.8% 6.8% 1.5%
Conversion rate with previous session on fixed
device

9.2% 7.9% 1.9%

Conversion rate with previous session on tablet 12.9% 6.4% 2.1%
Conversion rate with previous session =
smartphone

13.4% 11.0% 1.4%

Product session included 65.8% 7.3% 18.2%
Same SKU as previous session 14.4% 15.9% 4.1%
Same category as previous session 41.4% 46.7% 1.4%
Shopping basket included 25.7% 21.9% 13.8%
Basket/conversion rate 2.62 3.22 9.20
Regular website n = 585,872 n = 42,998 n = 51,257

conversion = 1.0%* conversion = 6.8%n.s. conversion = 1.4%n.s.

Mobile website n = 8,600 n = 797 n = 77,145
conversion = 6.2%* conversion = 6.2%n.s. conversion = 1.6%n.s.

*Significantly (p < .01) different from same device with other version of the website.
Notes: n.s. = Not significantly (p > .05) different from same device with other version of the website.
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gender because consumers may differ in their attitudes toward
devices (e.g., Konuş, Verhoef, and Neslin 2008). For example,
older consumers might be less experienced with mobile de-
vices and perceive more risks in making a purchase on a
mobile device. Finally, we include time as a control variable
because the association may decrease over time as a result of
technological developments (e.g., better security) and wider
market acceptance (e.g., Prins and Verhoef 2007).

Survey to Measure Risk Perceptions
We used a survey to measure consumer perceptions of risks
related to the 30 product categories that the online retailer sells.
The survey asked participants to rate each of five randomly

selected product categories on the five components of risk:
financial, functional, safety, psychological, and social risk
(Jacoby and Kaplan 1972). In line with Kushwaha and Shankar
(2013), we also asked participants for their overall risk per-
ception of the product category. All these components are
measured on a scale from 1 = “low risk” to 9 = “high risk.” In
total, 555 participants completed the survey via Amazon Me-
chanical Turk in August 2017, which resulted in a total of 2,775
product category evaluations. Each product category was
evaluated by an average of 90 participants (range, 86–95).

Because of the high correlation between financial and
functional risk (r = .967, p < .001) and between psychological
and social risk (r = .961, p < .001) at the product category level,

TABLE 3
Perceived Risk Score for All Product Categories

Product Category
Financial and Functional

Risk
Safety
Risk

Psychological and Social
Risk

Overall
Risk

Music, books, and movies 2.90 2.21 3.19 2.68
Bathroom (textiles, towels) 3.71 3.37 2.86 3.29
Underclothing 3.72 2.73 3.47 3.38
Gift voucher 3.93 2.09 2.79 3.62
Home decoration (glasses, lighting,
curtains, carpets)

4.14 3.38 3.67 3.95

Bedroom (beds, mattresses, covers,
blankets, pillows)

4.32 3.88 2.98 4.05

Accessories (sunglasses, watches,
jewelry)

4.48 3.07 4.68 4.10

Clothing (pants, shirts, sweaters, suits) 3.99 2.77 4.73 4.14
Video gaming (consoles, games,
accessories)

4.80 2.85 3.76 4.25

Tools and gardening (power tools, garden
furniture)

4.68 4.99 2.50 4.27

Shoes/footwear 4.74 3.82 4.53 4.46
Travel equipment (camping) 5.15 3.86 3.13 4.48
Toys (construction toys, board games) 5.24 4.77 3.26 4.59
Cameras (photo and video) 5.65 2.73 3.36 4.63
Cleaning (vacuum cleaners) 5.20 4.16 2.41 4.68
Temperature regulation 5.40 4.14 2.49 4.81
Adult products (erotic movies, erotic toys) 4.69 5.02 4.78 4.88
Insurance for electronics and related
products

5.53 3.21 2.89 4.89

Perfume, body care, and makeup 4.86 4.98 4.78 4.98
Sports and fitness items 5.24 5.27 3.79 4.99
Cycling and scooters 5.51 5.22 3.41 5.01
Washing machines, ironing, sewing 5.63 4.26 2.75 5.01
Car (audio, navigation) 5.58 4.12 3.52 5.08
Kitchen (ovens, microwave, dishwasher,
coffee maker)

5.98 5.00 3.51 5.16

TV and radio (including VCRs and DVD
players)

5.97 3.64 3.53 5.23

Outdoor toys (pools, trampolines,
playhouses)

5.60 5.93 3.18 5.44

Baby (buggies, boxes) 5.21 5.43 3.90 5.46
Phones 6.07 4.22 4.51 5.55
Computers (laptops, tablets, hardware) 6.02 3.13 3.57 5.55
Medical/health care 5.86 6.16 3.40 5.84
Mean 4.99 4.01 3.51 4.62

Notes: All items were measured on a scale from 1 = “low risk” to 9 = “high risk.” In total, 555 participants each evaluated five randomly selected
product categories. Each product category was evaluated by an average of 90 participants (range, 86–95). Given the high correlation
between financial and functional risk (r = .967, p < .001) and between psychological and social risk (r = .961, p < .001) at the product category
level, we combined each of these pairs into one component to reduce multicollinearity in our final model.
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we combined each of these pairs into one component to reduce
multicollinearity in our final model. This combination results in
three risk components, in line with a principal components
factor analysis that points to reducing thefive initial risk scales to
two or three factors (with safety risk loading high on both its
own factor and the financial and functional risk factor). A reason
that we find a different number of factors than Kushwaha and
Shankar (2013) findmight be that we examine differences at the
product category level instead of the respondent level. The
respondent-level information in our study cannot be matched
with the clickstream data, so for further analyses we can only
use product category heterogeneity. This means that we cannot
test H2a and H2b separately, because the financial and functional
risks load on one construct. The risk scores for the three
remaining risk components and the overall risk can be seen in
Table 3, ordered by increasing overall risk. Table 3 shows that
products in themusic, books, andmovies category are perceived
to be the least risky, whereas products in the medical/health care
category are perceived as the most risky. However, substantial
variation exists within and between the three individual risk
components. We show the survey items and outcomes of the
principal components analysis in the Web Appendix.

The scores on the three risk components are integrated into
the clickstream data for the products that are investigated. If the
customer investigates multiple product categories, the mean
score of the risk components is used for that particular session.
Whenwe investigated what the differences would be if we used
the maximum or minimum risk per session, we found that all
these measures correlate highly with one another (r > .9).

Methodology
To test our hypotheses, we use a logistic regression model with
customer i’s utility of purchasing a SKU in a given session as
our dependent variable of interest and a random intercept to
account for individual-level customer heterogeneity, as shown
in Equation 1.3

Uconversioni,s = ai + �
u
buWi,s,u + g1Tolessmobilei,s

+ w1Tomoremobilei,s

+ �
r
drYi,s,r + �

r
g r+1Yi,s,rTolessmobilei,s

+ �
r
wr+1Yi,s,rTomoremobilei,s

+ �
e
fzVi,s,z + ek,i,s,

(1)

where
Uconversioni,s = customer i’s utility of purchasing an SKU

in session s;
Tolessmobilei,s= a dummyvariable indicating that customer

i switched to a less mobile device in
session s compared with session s – 1;

Tomoremobilei,s = a dummy variable indicating that cus-
tomer i switched to amoremobile device
in session s comparedwith session s – 1;

Wi,s,u = the value of customer i in session s on
conversion attribute u;

Yi,s,r = the value of customer i in session s on
switching and conversion attribute r; and

Vi,s,z = the value of customer i in session s on
control variable z.

Table 4 provides a description of the attributes W (con-
version attributes, e.g., the device used in the session), Y
(switching and conversion attributes, e.g., the perceived risk
factors), and V (control variables, e.g., the day of the week).
Before estimating the model, we mean-center the attributes W,
Y, and V, which results in g1 being the effect of switching to a
less mobile device when all other variables have a mean value.
For H1, we thus expect that the value of g1 is significantly larger
than zero.We test H2a–d and H3 using the g (v+)r+1 parameters, as
indicated in Table 4. Table 5 shows the correlations between the
variables, which do not signal multicollinearity (the variance
inflation factor values in our final models are below 10).

As argued earlier and shown in the data description section,
devices are different in terms of when they are used, by whom
they are used, and what is done on the different devices, and
consumers’ switching between devices depends on these fac-
tors. Thus, the sessions in which customers have and have not
switched between devices must be comparable to each other to
control for the biases in customer self-selection and thus to
accurately determine the association of device switching with
conversion. To enable this estimation, we use a propensity score
approach. Propensity scores are used, for example, by Kumar
et al. (2016) when investigating the impact of social media and
by Montaguti, Neslin, and Valentini (2015) in multichannel
research. When calculating the propensity scores, we distin-
guish between three types of sessions:

1. Those in which the customer used the same device as in the
previous sessions;

2. Those in which the customer switched to a more mobile
device; and

3. Those in which the customer switched to a less mobile device.

Our goal is to make these three types of sessions as
comparable as possible, in terms of both observable variables
and unobservable factors, because only then can we reduce the
bias due to self-selection in customer switching in our model
estimates. The observable variables we use for the propensity
score estimation are the demographics of the customer (gender
and age), the experience with the online retailer (the number of
sessions in the previous year, the conversion rate in the previous
year, and the length of the relationship with the online retailer
before the data period), the time between the two sessions, the
day of the week, the time period, and the content of the previous
session. These variables are chosen because they tend to be
available for most online retailers, explain differences between
customers and between sessions of customers, and reveal
something about the stage the customer is in during the path to
purchase. The content of the previous sessions (e.g., whether a
brand or product page was viewed) is based on the variables
used by Moe (2003) to segment sessions based on the stage of

3We have estimated the same model but also (1) including lagged
switching (up to three lags), (2) with all the different switching
combinations (from smartphone to tablet, from smartphone to fixed,
etc.) as dependent variables, and (3) on a subsample of customers
who used all three types of devices in the data period. The results are
robust for these different versions of the model.
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the path to purchase. These variables are described in Table 6,
together with mean values of these variables for the three types
of devices. As shown in Table 6, sessions on the smartphone are
significantly shorter, with an average of 9.84 pages viewed,
compared with 23.77 pages and 19.75 pages for fixed devices

and tablets, respectively. In addition, sessions onmobile devices
focus somewhat more on informational pages, and sessions on
less mobile devices focus more on product pages. Again, this
finding is in line with our expectation that the further along the
path to purchase the customer is, the less likely the customer is to

TABLE 4
Operationalization of Independent Variables (N 5 951,819 Sessions)

Variables Operationalization M SD Min Max Transform
Hypothesized

Effect

X Variables
Variables used by
Moe (2003)

See Moe (2003) and Table 6

W Variables
Device Dummy variable for device

used in the current session
Mobsite Dummy variable for whether

the session was on the
mobile site

.10 .28 0 1

Y Variables
Func+fin_risk Mean score for financial and

functional risk of the
investigated categories in the
previous session

4.37 .39 2.90 6.07 Mean if no product
viewed

H2a,b

Safety_risk Mean score for safety risk of
the investigated categories in
the previous session

3.16 .38 2.09 6.16 Mean if no product
viewed

H2c

Psy+social_risk Mean score for psychological
and social risk of the
investigated categories in the
previous session

4.29 .36 2.41 4.78 Mean if no product
viewed

Price_lag Mean price of products
viewed in previous session

76.01 188.39 0 8982 Log(x+1), mean if
no product viewed

H2d

Category_exp. Amount of times the
customer has previously
investigated the product
categories

5.38 17.60 0 679 Log(x+1) H3a

Retailer_exp. Number of sessions in the
year before the data period

5.72 123.28 0 2158 Log(x+1) H3b

Time Days since November 1,
2011

217.69 89.71 49 365 Log((x+1)/365)

Time_prev. Days since the previous
session

4.71 13.06 0 305 Log(x+1)

Product_viewed_lag Dummy variable for whether
a product was viewed in the
previous session

.38 .49 0 1

Agea Age of the customer on
November 1, 2011

38.01 11.26 14 111

Female Dummy variable indicating
whether the customer is
a woman

.77 .42 0 1

Years_active Amount of years active as of
November 1, 2011

1.59 .84 .00 2.73

V Variables
Conversion_ly Percentage of conversion in

the year before the data
period

.31 .38 0 1

Day Six dummy variables for the
day of the week

aThe age is based on the registration information provided by the customer, which might be incorrect (e.g., the maximum age of 111 does not seem
plausible), but these data arewhat firms have toworkwith in practice. However, 99%of the sessions in our final sample are conducted by customers
who indicated an age between 17 and 72 years, and only .005% of the sessions are conducted by customers with an indicated age of 100 or older,
which seems to be rather realistic. Furthermore, the outliers do not affect the final results.
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use a mobile device. The propensity score methodology does not
account for the influence of unobservable factors in customer self-
selection when switching. Therefore, we use Rosenbaum’s (2002)
sensitivity test to check for hidden bias due to unobservable factors.

The application of this procedure results in comparable
sessions. That is, using the propensity score methodology we
can compare the effects of two similar sessions, with the only
difference being that in one session the customer came from a
different (i.e., more or less mobile) device and in the other
session the customer stayed on the same device. One reason for
switching or not switchingmight be the unavailability or lower
appropriateness of a given device at a certainmoment, which is
captured by this approach because the likelihood of switching
is balanced by the propensity score methodology. This ap-
proach allows us to interpret the effect as the result of device
switching. For more details on the applied propensity score
methodology, please see the Web Appendix.

A multinomial logistic regression model with random in-
tercepts to account for individual-level customer heterogeneity
is estimated to predict if and in what direction (i.e., to a more or
less mobile device) the customer has switched. The predicted
probabilities are the propensity scores. That is, for each session,
three propensity scores that total 1 are estimated.

Uswitchk,i,s = hk,i + �
Q

q=1
qk,qXi,s,q + �

R

r=1
qk,rYi,s,r

+ �
Z

z=1
lk,zVi,s,z + ek,i,s,

(2)

where
Uswitchk,i,s = a variable indicating the probability of

switching behavior k (to a more [1] or less [2] mobile device,
with staying on the same device as the baseline condition) of
customer i for session s, compared with session s - 1;

TABLE 5
Correlations Between Variables (N 5 951,819 Sessions)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1. Func+fin_risk 1
2. Safety_risk .482 1
3. Psy+social_risk -.124 .137 1
4. Price_lag .488 .321 -.132 1
5. Category_exp. -.122 -.131 -.054 -.134 1
6. Retailer_exp. -.145 -.154 -.022 .122 .328 1
7. Time .127 .130 -.012 .121 .296 -.035 1
8. Time_prev. -.135 -.145 -.058 -.131 -.122 -.232 .132 1
9. Product_viewed_lag .076 .065 .043 .059 .220 .127 .060 .244 1

10. Age .156 .154 .034 .132 .277 .213 .013 -.087 -.054 1
11. Female -.178 -.167 .022 -.147 .243 .170 -.027 .093 .043 .023 1
12. Years_active .112 .108 .030 -.132 .220 .216 -.067 -.170 .088 .139 .156 1

Note: All correlations are significant at the .05 level.

TABLE 6
Cluster Variable Operationalization (N 5 951,819 Sessions)

Variable Operationalization (from Moe 2003) Fixed Device Tablet Smartphone

# pages Total number of shopping pages viewed 23.77 19.75 9.84
% info pages Percentage of pages that were information pages 16.1% 2.6% 2.0%
% home page Percentage of pages that were home pages 1.5% 5.2% 16.2%
% search pages Percentage of pages that were search result

pages
4.1% 3.8% 4.4%

% category pages Percentage of pages that were category level
pages

49.5% 43.1% 51.1%

% brand pages Percentage of pages that were brand-level pages .5% .5% .6%
% product pages Percentage of pages that were product-level

pages
15.9% 19.2% 4.8%

Different categories Category variety measure: percentage of
category pages that were unique

31.6% 32.8% 27.2%

Different brands Brand variety measure: percentage of brand
pages that were unique

2.1% 1.3% 1.1%

Different products Product variety measure: percentage of product
pages that were unique

55.1% 59.5% 16.6%

Products/category Average number of unique products viewed per
category

.90 1.01 .22

Max repeat product view Maximum number of times any one product page
was viewed

1.58 1.65 .32
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Xi,s,q = the value of customer i in session s on switching
attribute q;

Yi,s,r = the value of customer i in session s on switching and
conversion attribute r; and

Vi,s,z = the value of customer i in session s on control
variable z.

Table 4 provides a description of the attributes, as
explained in the discussion of Equation 1, where X are the
switching attributes, that is, the variables used by Moe (2003).
Based on the standardized bias and the Rosenbaum sensitivity
test (Becker and Caliendo 2007; Rosenbaum 2002), we can

conclude from both observable variables and unobservable
factors that the propensity score procedure makes the different
sessions comparable, thereby accounting for the customers’
self-selection in switching. As a result, using this propensity
score approach is appropriate to test the association between
device switching and conversion. For full details regarding the
propensity score estimation, validation, and robustness checks,
see the Web Appendix.

The conversion model stated in Equation 1 is estimated
in three different versions. In the first version, we do not take
the propensity scores into account. In the second version, the

TABLE 7
Parameter Estimates Conversion Equation (N 5 951,819)

Parameter

Before Correction
Covariate PS
Correction

Weighted PS
Correction

ExpectationCoef. p-value Coef. p-value Coef. p-value

Constant -2.316 .000 -2.265 .000 -2.332 .000
Conversion_ly .348 .000 .312 .000 .415 .000
Tablet -.526 .515 -.588 .477 -.322 .544
Smartph. -1.686 .046 -1.643 .051 -1.866 .027
To_less_mobile .632 .000 .679 .000 .621 .000 H1: 1
To_more_mobile .097 .544 .087 .582 .076 .637
Func+fin_risk .123 .000 .107 .000 .116 .000
Func+fin_risk · Tablet .014 .710 .017 .644 .012 .742
Func+fin_risk · Smartph. -.036 .669 -.029 .727 -.040 .633
Func1fin_risk 3 to_less_mobile .194 .000 .197 .000 .123 .000 H2a–b: 1
Func+fin_risk · to_more_mobile .043 .535 .036 .612 .035 .618
Safety_risk .080 .000 .062 .000 .062 .000
Safety_risk · Tablet -.043 .231 -.034 .340 -.052 .147
Safety_risk · Smartph. -.234 .003 -.220 .006 -.267 .001
Safety_risk 3 to_less_mobile .155 .001 .123 .008 .121 .001 H2c: 1
Safety_risk · to_more_mobile .071 .293 .081 .231 .072 .284
Price_lag -.201 .000 -.189 .000 -.210 .000
Price_lag · Tablet -.014 .461 -.015 .433 -.014 .459
Price_lag · Smartph. -.023 .614 -.020 .659 -.020 .664
Price_lag 3 to_less_mobile .194 .000 .108 .000 .114 .000 H2d: 1
Price_lag · to_more_mobile -.002 .959 -.002 .954 -.001 .968
Category_exp. .335 .000 .277 .000 .318 .000
Category_exp. · Tablet .037 .000 .028 .005 .047 .000
Category_exp. · Smartph. -.200 .000 -.169 .000 -.166 .000
Category_exp. 3 to_less_mobile 2.210 .000 2.200 .000 2.170 .000 H3a: 2
Category_exp. · to_more_mobile -.010 .588 -.009 .648 -.010 .609
Retailer_exp. -.090 .000 -.077 .000 -.104 .000
Retailer_exp. · Tablet .030 .000 .026 .000 .029 .000
Retailer_exp. · Smartph. .095 .000 .105 .000 .087 .000
Retailer_exp. 3 to_less_mobile 2.020 .006 2.024 .001 2.022 .004 H3b: 2
Retailer_exp. · to_more_mobile -.036 .006 -.028 .028 -.036 .006
Control for psychological + social risk Yes Yes Yes
Control for years active Yes Yes Yes
Control for gender Yes Yes Yes
Control for age Yes Yes Yes
Control for time trend Yes Yes Yes
Control for time since previous session Yes Yes Yes
Control for day of the week Yes Yes Yes
Control for mobile site Yes Yes Yes
PS_ to_less_mobile 4.265 .000
PS_ to_more_mobile -5.322 .000
Random effect .387 .000 .365 .000 .391 .000

Notes: PS = propensity score. Hypothesized effects are in boldface. The parameters are estimated using a logistic regression model with customer
i’s utility of purchasing a SKU in a given session as dependent variable and a random intercept to account for individual-level customer
heterogeneity.
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propensity scores are entered in the model as covariates, and
two additional parameters are estimated for this model, one for
the propensity score of switching to a less mobile device and
one for the propensity score of switching to a more mobile
device (see Table 7, second column of parameters). In the final
version, we use a weighted logistic regression model, in which
the observations are weighted based on the inverse of the
propensity scores (e.g., if the session is performed on a less
mobile device, the weight of this observation in the logistic
regression is 1 divided by the propensity score for a less mobile
device). This procedure of using propensity scores is in line
with Austin (2011). Both methods have the advantage that they
balance the sample, as shown in the Web Appendix, while
retaining all observations.

Results
Table 7 shows the parameter estimates of the conversion
equation (Equation 1) that are used to test the hypotheses. The
effect before correction (first row of parameters) is without
the use of the propensity scores (i.e., the biased estimates). The
second and third columns show estimates after correction by
using propensity scores as covariates and the inverse of the
propensity scores as weights, respectively. Because we mean-
centered all the variables, the main effects in Table 7 are the
effects when the other variables have a mean value. The
constant is the estimate when someone uses a fixed device twice
in a row, and the parameter for tablet (or smartphone) is the
deviation of when someone uses a tablet (or smartphone) twice
in a row. The estimate for the variable “To_less_mobile” is
how a customer going from a more mobile to a less mobile
device deviates from these baseline effects in terms of con-
version. In line with H1, the main effect of this variable is
positive and significant both with and without propensity score
correction; that is, the conversion rate of the current session is
higher when the previous session occurred on a more mobile
device. With this finding, H1 is supported.

When we examine the estimate of the functional and fi-
nancial risk variable, we observe that the higher conversion rate
after a customer switches from a more mobile to a less mobile
device is even higher when the customer has previously interacted
with products that are perceived as more risky on these di-
mensions.With this finding, H2a andH2b are supported. The same
holds for the safety risk variable: when customers investigated
products perceived asmore risky in terms of safety, switching from
a more mobile device to a less mobile device is related to an even
higher chance of conversion than when customers investigated
products perceived as less risky. Therefore, H2c is supported.
Furthermore, when a customer previously looked at more ex-
pensive products (a proxy for financial risk), this effect is also
higher, in line with H2d. When the customer has investigated the
product categorymoreoften andhasvisited theonline retailermore
often, the effect of switching from a more mobile device to a less
mobile device is lower. Therefore, H3a and H3b are supported.

In addition to the hypothesized effects, we can investigate
some of the other parameters. One interesting finding is that
the effect of switching to a less mobile device on conversion is
stronger for customers who are of older age. This findingmakes
sense when we look at the line of reasoning of our hypotheses.

Older customers are likely to be less experienced with mobile
technology than younger customers (Smith 2012) and might
have a higher perception of the risk of mobile devices. For
gender, we do not see any significant differences in device
switching.We also do not find a significantmoderating effect of
psychological and social risk, which is in line with our dis-
cussion of the hypotheses, in which we noted that these factors
are less important in this situation than the other risk factors.
Interestingly, the interaction of device switching with time is
insignificant. One could expect that over time, as the customer
gains experience with different devices, risk and inconvenience
costs decrease, and, in turn, the positive effect of switching on
conversion is likely to decrease. This expectation, however, is
not borne out by our findings, which suggest that our results are
robust over time, although the data set is limited to one year.

Robustness Checks
Another way to examine the impact of having and using a
combination of different devices is to compare multidevice
users (i.e., customers who used at least two different type of
devices in the data period) with single-device users and control
for the number of sessions. When doing so, we find that the
conversion rate is significantly higher for multidevice users
than for single-device users (see Figure 2). Customers who, for
example, have ten sessions split over multiple devices have a
19.7% higher conversion rate (i.e., 1.7 percentage points
higher) than customers who use a fixed device for all ten
sessions. The conversion rate of these multidevice users is
about double that of users who use only a tablet or only a
smartphone for all ten sessions. Additional analyses show that
demographic differences are not driving these different con-
version rates; rather, controlling for age and gender makes
these differences in conversion rates even stronger. Thus, by
looking from this angle, we find evidence that mobile and fixed

FIGURE 2
Cross-Device Users Have Significantly Higher

Conversion Rates
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devices strengthen each other and that the different devices
have a positive synergy. This result is in line with findings in
the multichannel literature, namely, that customers who use
multiple channels are better connected with the firm and
therefore are more valuable (Kumar and Venkatesan 2005;
Montaguti, Neslin, and Valentini 2015).

To further determine how robust our findings are, we
performed a series of additional robustness checks. First, instead
of using purchase as a dependent variable, we used the variable
“whether the SKU was placed in the shopping basket” as the
dependent variable. The logic of this analysis is to check
whether the results are similar if an earlier stage of the path to
purchase, where a commitment to a purchase is not actually
made, is examined instead of conversion. Second, we performed
a robustness check in which we included a moderator regard-
ing whether the product category is utilitarian or hedonic. This
check tests whether product risk is actually driving the effects
or whether the effects are driven more by the type of product
category, which may signal specific benefits of the category. In
our third and final robustness check, we investigated whether
our results hold when a customer purchases a new tablet; that is,
we check whether owning such a device influences the future
conversion rates of the other devices, something that we would
expect on the basis of the discussion in our theory section and
from our results. The results of these three robustness checks,
which are all in line with our expectations and support our main
results, can be found in the Web Appendix.

Scenario Analysis
Because the parameters in Table 7 are from variables measured
on different scales and because of the many interactions in our
model, we demonstrate in this section how strong the effect of
device switching on conversion is under different circum-
stances. When large volumes of data are studied, it is important
that the effects be not only statistically significant but also
managerially substantive (Verhoef, Kooge, and Walk 2016).
Therefore, we performed a simulation using the parameter
estimates from the weighted propensity score correction model
in Table 7. We use the weighted propensity score correction
model because this model best balances the different samples
and makes the sessions most comparable, as we show in the
Web Appendix. The main findings are the same when we use
the parameter estimates from either of the other two versions of
the model.

In the simulation, we investigate the effect of device
switching (to more mobile or less mobile devices) by in-
corporating different scenarios with respect to the risk of the
product category (i.e., the most risky category vs. the least risky
category) and then with respect to the customers’ experience
with the product category and the online retailer (i.e., low vs.
high experience, based on the 10th and 90th percentiles).

We first calculate the conversion rates for three different
sessions based on the current and previous devices used by the
customer. In the first scenario, we use the average path to
purchase (i.e., setting all independent variables at the mean
value). In the second scenario, we assume an inexperienced
customer (i.e., a customer who had zero sessions in the previous
year andwho investigated the same product category zero times

before, in line with the 10th percentile of these variables) who
investigated the riskiest product category, namely, medical/
health care products (as shown in Table 3). In the third sce-
nario, we assume an experienced customer (i.e., a customerwho
had 124 sessions in the previous year and who investigated the
same category ten times before, in line with the 90th percentile
of these variables), who investigated the least risky product
category, namely music, books, and movies (again as shown in
Table 3).

From the conversion rates of the previous and current
device, we calculate, conditioned on the switching behavior
from Table 2, the contribution of each device based on the
model’s predictions and compare that with the contribution
based on a last-click attribution (e.g., Li and Kannan 2014; see
Table 8). Table 8 shows that in all three scenarios, the con-
version rates on fixed devices are overestimated, while the
conversion rates on tablets and especially on smartphones are
underestimated, when the model’s estimates are compared with
the last-click attribution estimates. In line with other studies
(e.g., De Haan, Wiesel, and Pauwels 2016), we find that last-
click attribution leads to incorrect insights. How much the
model’s predictions deviate from last-click conversion depends
on the risk of the product category and the experience of the
customer. The riskier the product category and the less expe-
rienced the customer, the more mobile devices are undervalued
and the more the fixed device is overvalued. As the last column
of Table 8 shows, on average the contribution of the fixed
device is overestimated by 15.9%, but this estimate can go up to
28.2% in the second scenario (inexperienced customer and
high-risk product category). For smartphones, the contribution
is, on average, 156.2% higher than what last-click attribution
would suggest, and this discrepancy can be as high as 646.8%.
These high percentages are, in part, the result of low absolute
percentages, but they do highlight the actual underestimation of
mobile devices’ contribution in the path to purchase that can
occur when managers look solely at the conversion rates of the
individual devices. It also emphasizes the importance of pur-
chase risk, at both the category level and the individual level. All
of these misattributions can have serious consequences for
media mix allocations across these devices.

Managerial Implications
For managers, our findings suggest three broad recommenda-
tions. First, managers should not be too concerned with low
conversion rates on mobile devices; rather, a low conversion
rate may indicate that the customer is not far along the path to
purchase when using these devices. In fact, mobile devices have
high value in the path to purchase: customers who use these
devices together with fixed devices along the path to purchase
are significantly more attractive in terms of conversion prob-
abilities than equally active single-device users. Mobile devices
complement the fixed devices in terms of conversion, and
therefore the credit for conversions should not be given just to
the single device that customers use in the final stage of the path
to purchase. When we take into account the device used in the
earlier session, we find that the conversion rates for fixed de-
vices are lower and those formobile devices are higher than last-
click attribution suggests. This finding indicates that online
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retailers should not base their marketing investments and
budget allocation for different devices just on the customer’s last
click, because this approach ignores the fact that the combi-
nation of devices can lead to positive synergy. That is, online
retailers should look at not only the converting device but also
the combination and order in which the devices that led to the
conversion are used.

Second, mobile devices provide valuable information that
can help online retailers identify moments in the path to pur-
chase at which the conversion rates double ormore than double,
as we show in our simulation. A challenge will be to correctly
identify the device graphs (i.e., which devices belong to which
customers) so that customers can be tracked not only across
sessions on one device but also across different devices. Doing
so would provide managers the opportunity to better (re)target
and serve customers in the different stages of their path to
purchase.With the recent availability of commercially available
solutions to track customers across devices (both deterministic
and probabilistic cross-device tracking), such actions can be
readily implemented. Our results suggest that retailers could try
to (re)target customers on the fixed device, especially when the
customer is less experienced and has investigated a riskier
product category, as our counterfactual simulation shows.
Cross-device targeting has been possible since May 2017 at
Google Display Network (Marvin 2017), and our results
suggest that it offers a good opportunity for practitioners to
extend their targeting possibilities, such as by retargeting po-
tential customers who previously investigated a product on a
more mobile device with interventions while they are on a less
mobile device. In light of our results, cross-device retargeting
offers an interesting direction for future research, especially to
gain a better understanding of the causal relationships. For
example, when customers are motivated to come back to a
website on a less mobile device, such as by cross-device
retargeting, will the result indeed be a higher incremental
conversion rate compared with that of traditional (within-
device) retargeting? A well-designed field experiment could
help answer this question of causality. From previous research
by Bart, Stephen, and Sarvary (2014), we already know that
mobile advertising is quite effective for higher-involvement and
utilitarian products in terms of creating favorable attitudes and

purchase intentions. This favorable attitude and purchase intent
might be turned into actual conversion when the customer is
retargeted on a fixed device.

Third and finally, because multidevice users are more
valuable than single-device users, and because different devices
can complement each other in the path to purchase, we rec-
ommend that online retailers better integrate customers’ cross-
device experiences to provide a better service experience. For
example, retailers could employ one cross-device shopping
basket (as Amazon does), which would help customers select
products on one device and then purchase the products on a
different device. Furthermore, when the online retailer knows
the time of day and day of the week when the customer is most
likely to be on a certain (e.g., less mobile) device, the retailer
could send an email reminding the customer about products in
the shopping basket. This approach could help retailers reach
customers at the right moment on the right device. To improve
the service even more, managers could better optimize the
mobile platform for information search so that the website
structure fits the behavior of customers better.

Conclusion
In this study, we investigate how switching between devices is
associated with conversion rates. We find that switching from a
more mobile to a less mobile device is associated with a sig-
nificant and substantially higher conversion probability. So far,
most research has focused on channel switching, but we show
that device switching is also related to strong changes in pur-
chase behavior. Xu et al. (2017) show that owning an additional
device has consequences for the usage and conversion rates of
other devices.We confirm thisfinding (i.e., the switching effect)
and, importantly, show under what circumstances this finding is
stronger or weaker by considering risk as an important mod-
erator. By doing so, we contribute to the existing research on
device switching as well as mobile and online marketing (e.g.,
Kannan and Li 2017; Verhoef et al. 2017).

We focus on risk as a theoretical mechanism and moderator
underlying device switching and its effects on purchase be-
havior. Purchase risk has gained strong attention in the con-
sumer behavior literature (e.g., Jacoby and Kaplan 1972), and

TABLE 8
Conversion Probability Scenarios

Scenario

Previous Device Contribution of Device

Current
Device

Fixed
Device Tablet Smartphone

Last-Click
Based

Model
Based Undervaluation

1. Average path to purchase Fixed 8.9% 15.3% 15.3% 9.8% 8.2% -15.9%
Tablet 7.1% 6.6% 11.6% 6.8% 8.1% 18.7%
Smartphone 1.6% 1.6% 1.5% 1.5% 3.8% 156.2%

2. High-risk category (medical/
health care), inexperienced
customera

Fixed 9.7% 29.9% 29.9% 12.5% 9.0% -28.2%
Tablet 8.7% 5.9% 2.0% 6.9% 1.4% 5.6%
Smartphone 1.1% 1.1% .7% .8% 5.7% 646.8%

3. Low-risk category (music, books
and movies), experienced
customera

Fixed 9.1% 11.1% 11.1% 9.4% 8.4% -1.4%
Tablet 6.6% 7.0% 8.7% 7.0% 7.7% 9.5%
Smartphone 1.9% 1.9% 2.0% 2.0% 3.6% 78.7%

aAn inexperienced customer has zero sessions in the previous year and a value of 0 for category experience (in line with the 10th percentile). An
experienced customer has 124 sessions in the previous year and a value of 10 for category experience (in line with the 90th percentile).
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authors have related it to customers’ purchase behavior for
products in online and offline channels (Kushwaha and Shankar
2013). However, the literature on customer journeys and cross-
device usage either does not provide direct evidence for the
important role of risk (e.g., Verhoef, Neslin, and Vroomen 2007;
Xu et al. 2017) or focuses mainly on individual-level differences
(e.g., Konuş, Neslin, and Verhoef 2014). Importantly, we show
the importance of risk at both the category level and the individual
customer level. Our findings at the category level show that the
effect of device switching on conversion is stronger for high-risk
categories. We studied multiple dimensions of product category
risk. Our results show that functional andfinancial risks aswell as
safety risks of products are significant and substantialmoderators.
Psychological and social risks of products do not play a sig-
nificant role in moderating the effect of device switching on
conversion. This finding contributes to the existing literature on
howproduct risk influences online purchase behavior (Kushwaha
and Shankar 2013).

At the individual customer level, we show that the effect of
device switching on conversion is weaker when the customer is
more experienced with the product category and with the online
retailer, and when the customer is investigating a more ex-
pensive product. This finding confirms the important role of
experience in the online customer journey and the general
importance of purchase experience in consumer behavior (e.g.,
Alba and Hutchinson 1987). The role of price again emphasizes
the importance of financial risk (e.g., Wu and Wang 2005).
Moreover, related research on cross-channel switching has
ignored price as a risk factor (e.g., Verhoef, Neslin, and
Vroomen 2007). When price is studied, it is mainly considered
more as a potential gain (i.e., lower prices) of cross-channel
switching (e.g., Gensler, Neslin, and Verhoef 2017). Using our
risk perspective, we consider price as a risk factor.

Our study has a few limitations. First, we might not have
correctly identified all sessions across all devices for each cus-
tomer. We can match a device to a specific customer only if the
customer has either logged in to the website on that device or if
the customer clicked on a personalized link (e.g., via a person-
alized email) to visit the online retailer. Because of this limitation,
we might have underestimated the amount of device switching.
Online retailers must deal with this limitation in practice; they
rarely have all information on the entire path to purchase. Our
findings suggest that better identification ofwhich device belongs
to which customer can be valuable information for online re-
tailers. Investing in better cross-device audience recognition can
pay off in terms of creating better (re)targeting opportunities.

We furthermore do not have data on the location from
which and the time at which the customers used the different
devices. We only have data regarding the order in which the
devices are used and the day onwhich a device is used. Location
and time of day are, however, important drivers of mobile
conversion (Andrews et al. 2016; Luo et al. 2014) because they
help explain when devices are used and when important
switching moments may occur. In addition, because of the
nature of our data, we are unable to make causal claims. Natural
experiments to foster device switching may be useful.

Another limitation is that with the data that we have, we
cannot distinguish between sessions that started on a laptop
versus those that started on a desktop. Laptops are more mobile
than desktops and should therefore share some of the advan-
tages of mobile devices, such as being able to be used in
different locations. With more data, practitioners and future
studies could at least partly overcome this limitation. Next, our
data are from 2011 to 2012. Since then, mobile devices have
become even more important in the life of many consumers and
mobile applications have improved, which might change our
findings, even though within our time horizon of almost one
year we find the main effect of device switching on conversion
to be stable. Investigation of more recent data, including new
mobile applications, should be pursued.

Furthermore, we look mainly at the risks associated with
devices to explain the heterogeneity in the effect of device
switching on conversion. It might be that other variables,
such as the benefits offered by devices, contribute to this
switching effect. To some extent we test for this contribution
in our robustness check by looking at differences between
hedonic and utilitarian goods (for details, see the Web
Appendix), but more research on this question should be
conducted. Also, the experience of customers tested in H3

was operationalized as experience with the online retailer.
Investigating the effect of experience with each individual
device on the switching effect might provide further clarity,
although in our case (because we look only at multidevice
users in our final sample) the numbers of sessions per device
are strongly correlated.

Finally, we observe customers only on the online retailer’s
own website. Data on the other websites that customers visit
(e.g., price-comparison sites), as well as offline store visits,
could provide more information about the stage the customer is
in and the role that different devices play. In general, having
richer informationwould help shed light on the complete path to
purchase.
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